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the volume of data being generated and downloaded in everyday life has made the speed limits in
our cities of little meaning. the fcc has long sought to set aside some of this unnecessary data

throughput for those in rural and other areas, where the typical user can enjoy a speedier
connection. the order also would allow for two or three-way wireless networks, where a user at the

gateway of the network would be able to share the connection with others. this concept is called the
shared wireless mesh. and lets face it, as we all know, cell reception can sometimes be a real

challenge. another feature of this order would be to allow for it to operate at 5.2 ghz, the spec of the
lower bands of the spectrum, as opposed to the more congested 2.x ghz band we are currently told

to. this would allow for both the 2.6 ghz and the the 5.2 ghz bands to be used in the same
geographic region by the same provider without infringing each other. to assist with this, when you

start to do your own research, just be sure to look around at the actual providers in your community.
talk to consumers who are using the product. how do they feel about using the product? if you have
a problem with one service, it can be very difficult to switch to another service. think of it this way: if
you use skywest, and they decide to offer in all of their planes a pilot who insists on a left hand, what

are your choices? if you are in western colorado, do you really want to fly anymore with skywest?
how about mr. schwab? he likes to walk around and talk to his customers in person, and he is a

wonderful person. how about it, schwab? air canada, air canada.
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